to extend the applicability of the existing analytic solutions of electromagnetic field problems to cases where random-noisysampled data (such as measurement outputs) are available, rather than analytic input functions. We address those problems for which a theoretical solution exists in the form of a superposition of some bash functions. The algorithm introduced employs this same set of basis functions, and finds the expansion coefficients by the use of an iterative error-minimization technique, which resembles those found in the process of training of artificial neural networks. In cases where the expansion functions are orthonormal, guaranteed fast convergence is proved. As well, we show how neuro-computation techniques can be employed to circumvent the effects of various types of measurement errors and noise. Satisfactory performance of the algorithm is shown for a test problem driven by random inputs corrupted with various levels of Gaussian noise.
INTRODUCTION
There are many mathematically well-defined and rigorous solutions to time-harmonic boundary-value problems in electromagnetics [l] . Amongst them is modal analysis , in which we first identify a set of expansion functions satisfying boundary conditions. Then, using available input data such as sources or fields on the boundary, we proceed to find expansion coefficients from which to determine output fields. If the expansion functions satisfy the boundary conditions, the only problem that remains is that of matching the solution to real or equivalent sources.
While this approach is rigorous, difficulties arise in many practical cases (e.g. nondestructive testing, radar and remote sensing, and antenna-pattem estimation using near-field measurements) because instead of crisp-valued input functions, we have a collection of measurements corrupted by various types of error and measurement noise [2] . To resolve this practical difficulty, we propose an optimization-based approach similar to that found in the process of training neural networks, to achieve both input filtering and noise rejection, as well as effective calculation of the output fields in an iterative way. 
THE NEURO-COMPUTATION APPROACH
For a typical boundary-value problem, we assume that we have a general form of solution including a series of basis or expansion functions fi. (x,y,z) (in rectangular coordinates)
satisfying the boundary conditions, together with some unknown coefficients Wi. The goal is to find the coefficients which match the solution to the sources. However, the practical constraint is that rather than precise real or equivalent sources, we know only some noisy measured values at ranwhere N is the number of measured points. In a noise-free case, for an arbitrarily large number M of expansion functions, we want to find values for Wi such that domly selected points, e.g. yk,,,,d (xk , y k , s?k) ; k=1,..-,N,
wi ' f i b k 9 Yk z k ) 9 for all k m However, in a noisy-data case, we expect the algorithm to fit the data and reject the noise. With the above assumptions, the classical analytical approach (or its numerical counterparts) cannot be used.
Borrowing from the neurocomputation literature, we follow an optimization process, similar to error backpropagation used in the training process of a neural network, to obtain those Wi values which minimize an overall error measure 131. One possible error-measure is an estimate of Mean-Squared Error (MSE). Our proposed procedure consists of the following steps:
Step 1. Initialize Wi with random small values between 0 and 1, i = 1 ,..., M , where M is the number of expansion functions.
Step 2. If k l N , calculate the output values: Step 3. Calculate the error using the specified error function. For MSE, the error at each point is considered to be:
Step Step 5. Increment k and go to step 2.
Step 6. Check the error and n; if Errormtd = Ek is less than Target (a pre-specified value), or n is more than Max (the maximum allowable number of iterations), go to step 7. Otherwise increment n, set k=l, and go to step 2.
Step 7. If ( Errorma, (n) -Errormd (n-1) ) is less than E (a pre-specified small number), a local minimum has been reached, else increase n and try again. In certain situations the result would also be a global minimum (see Appendix 1). About the error function, the MSE for the set W,, of weights can be defined as the expected value of the squared error. We assume that the input points are introduced by independent experiments with identical distributions. This assumption yields [5] :
which converges to the true statistical average of E w=w, as N approaches infinity. Here, we are using an instantaneous error and gradient, which under the considered conditions, converge to the true statistical averages [Appendix 11. The algorithm can accommodate a non-uniform probability distribution function to increase the number of samples where more precise measurements are possible.
The above algorithm is similar to' the so-called on-line error back-propagation neural-network training process . In terms of statistics, robustness often means allowable deviation from an assumed Gaussian, uniform, or other probability density function. Robust estimators should be able to ignore infrequent observations which are significantly different from the remaining observations. Mean-squared measures tend to overemphasize infrequent samples or erroneous measurements. Alternatively, for example, long-tail noise or the effect of infrequent samples is reduced using an error To verify the validity of our approach, we have chosen the classical problem of a step in a waveguide [l] . Fig. 1 illustrates the situation. We assume that only a dominant TElo mode propagates towards the junction from the smaller guide, and we also assume that the larger guide is matched such that only outward-traveling waves exist. For an analytic solution, we suppose that E, at the junction is that of the incident wave: f (x,y) = Ey I r=O = s i m / a if y IC and OSX Sa, and otherwise is zero. Then, we expand the fields in terms of the modes in the rectangular coordinates. Considering boundary conditions, the E, lz=,-, component of the wave solution in the larger guide should be equal to f(x,y). We have:
This is in the form of a double Fourier series. The E,,,,, are the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of E, I r=O , therefore:
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where E,, is Neumann's number and is E, =1 if n=O, and E, =2 if n>O. In the above situation, we have a complete analytic solution for the problem, but it requires complete information about f(x,y) at an infinite number of points. Having a limited number of points, the analytic model doesn't work. Fig. 2 illustrates the analytic stimulus function at the z=O plane.
In the next step, we remove the strong condition of knowing the analytic stimulation function at the transition, and, instead, assume the input to be a collection of field measurements compted by Gaussian noise. We simulate possible measurement conditions by taking assumed analytic values for input (source) fields at the waveguide transition, and adding Gaussian noise with pre-specified variance to it.
Using our approach with an MSE error function, we find that the expansion coefficients match the purely analytic ones within a few percent accuracy. As well, we have examined the effect of noise at different power levels. Table I shows an example of the results of our simulations with Gaussian sampling noise. Fig. 3 depicts one of the solutions obtained using our approach. As an example of the convergence speed, for lo00 sampling points, the algorithm converges in 1701 steps (less than two complete passes through data). This takes 5.7 seconds on a Sun SPARCstation 10.
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T' function such as &/(1 + e') , where "e" is the difference between the computed and required values. --------- 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W O R K
The approach proposed makes it possible for existing analytical solutions to electromagnetic boundary-value problems to be exploited in practical situations having only randomly-sampled input data. Also, it provides a means to minimize the errors caused by various types of noise. Although we have demonstrated its application to modalanalysis examples, it is more generally applicable to other structured-solution problems such as those using the moment method Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of a network which performs the proposed estimation of the unknown parameters.
The output unit is a linear unit. It adds up all of its inputs and provides a single linear output. f l (x,y) , * -, f~(x,y) belong to a set of orthonormal basis functions.
(x,y) are the input variables to the algorithm, which are assumed to be determined by independent random-numbergeneration trials. We consider an ensemble composed of an infinite number of similar networks with similar weights and each driven by the outcomes of one of the random experiments, by which we determine the random inputs (x,y) to one of the networks. We also assign a corresponding desired output for each pair of inputs. Consequently, (xk,yk), with k as the time index, can be considered as a random process which is also assumed to be stationary.
Next, we consider each fi(xk,yr) as a memoryless system whose output is a direct function of its input without any dependence on the past values of the input. Therefore, we conclude that if (xk,yk) is in a smct sense stationary,fi(xk,yk) are also stationary [5].
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Averaging over the collection (ensemble) of the adaptive linear combiners yields:
Following the convention introduced in [9], we define the vector P as the cross correlation between y,, (the desired response) and the vector f,,, and the matrix R as the matrix of correlation between fi functions. Then the mean-squared error is: The value (here llub) depends on the specific p.d.f of the input random variables, however, we can always say that it is a constant value for any uniform distribution. Therefore, R is invertible and its condition number equals 1, which is the best case considering lower sensitivity in numerical calculations.
This also guarantees a unique global minimum, R = i l ;, pi , h is a constant value. This implies orthogonality and uncorrelatedness of any two random variables at the nodes of the middle layer at each instant of time.
At the next layer, we have a network similar to the adaptive linear combiner discussed in [9] . The inputs to this linear combiner are stationary random processes f = (f~(xk,yk), ---,f~(xk,yk)) , which at each instant are also uncorrelated. Let y,, be the desired output of the n"' network in the ensemble and W be the common weight vector. Then the error at the n" network is:
&: = (Yn -fZW)' = y: -2y,fTW + WTf"fTW.
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The gradient with respect to W is Vw 5 =-2P + 2RW.
Equating it to zero yields Wophl = R-' P .
In practice, we do not have all the statistical information that we need to calculate the matrices directly. The stationarity assumption allows us to use a single network instead of the infinite ensemble of networks and to expose the input data to that single network in a time-serial basis. For each exposure, we can define an instantaneous error. Correspondingly, we use the instantaneous error as an estimate of the statistical average error and calculate an instantaneous gradient to perform a movement in the direction of steepest descent in the error space. The error and the gradient introduced in this paper obey the same assumptions. In [9], it has been shown that the instantaneous gradient is an unbiased estimation of the hue gradient. As well, there, it has been shown that the bounds on the training rate q for the convergence of the alge rithm are : O<q<l/(truce[R]), in which truce [RI (the summation of the diagonal elements of R), here, is equal to the average signal power of our f vector.
In cases where the sampling is not uniform or the basis functions are not orthogonal, but if uncorrelatedness of the nondiagonal elements of R can be proved, the existence of its inverse and a unique global minimum is still guaranteed.
